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Definition of Nudging
•

•
•

“…Behavioral strategies that aim to
change people’s behavior in a
predictable way without forbidding
any options or significantly changing
their economic incentives”.
“Nudges are not mandates…they alter
the underlying ’choice architecture’.”
Choice architecture is simply the
environment in which people make
choices

Types of Nudging
Salience

Our attention is drawn to what is both new
and seems relevant to us

Framing

Using positive or negative terminology to
discuss outcomes

Options

Knowing that we have a choice

Asks the family what their goals for their child
are

Default

We go with the flow of pre-set options

Presents not proceeding as the default, to
which the family can object

Endowment

When an intervention is owned by the patient,
discussing discontinuation

Asks about the possibility of withdrawal of
care

Commission

When we favor action over inaction

If we do not perform a tracheostomy, she will
die so we should try

Omission

When we favor inaction

Telling the family their child is not an ECMO
candidate

Recommend

Directive counseling

I recommend not proceeding with
tracheostomy placement

Expert opinion

We are heavily influenced by who
communicates information

The physician tells the family that experts in
the field recommend a certain treatment

Certainty

When two or more options are presented and
one has a very certain outcome

Social norms

We are strongly influenced by what others do

Telling the family that their child will certainly
die without a treatment but may or may not
survive with it
Many loving families would choose not to
proceed

Results
•
•
•
•

1095 nudges in 63 transcripts
Average of 7.6 nudging types in
each conference
309 decision episodes across the
Tracheostomy was most
frequently discussed, followed by
G-tube, redirection of care, DNR,
hospice, and medication or
treatment decisions

Methods

Tells vivid stories of having an ICU in your
house, not being able to go to the grocery
store, families who have divorced
Presents 10% probability of a negative
outcome

•

•
•
•
•

Results

Aim to identify how pediatric
intensivists use nudging to guide
decision making
Retrospective analysis
Validated coding scheme
Three team members coded the
transcripts
Analysis of frequency of each type of
choice presentation

Conclusions

Nudge type

# (%)

Nudge type

# (%)

Positive saliency

10 (1.8)

Default

73 (12.7)

Negative saliency

7 (1.3)

Endowment

15 (2.7)

Gain frame

98 (17.5)

Commission

7 (1.3)

Loss frame

78 (14)

Omission

9 (1.6)

Mixed frame

26 (4.7)

Recommend

53 (9.5)

Yes/no

25 (4.5)

Two options

31 (6.6)

Expert opinion

3 (0.5)

Multiple options

15 (2.7)

Certainty

56 (10)

Open ended

17 (3)

Social norming

34 (6.1)

•
•
•
•
•

Gain frame used more frequently
than loss frame
Emphasis on benefit over harm
Default and gain frame used in
most number of care conferences
Followed by recommendation
Further research to study best
ways to utilize nudging to support
family members decision making

